
 

 

AGILITY COMMITTEE MEETING 

9th May 2020 

MINUTES 

 
Meeting commenced at 10:00 (via Zoom). 

Present: Fiona Hodgson, Chris Richardson, Nick Chester, Sallie Remon, Emma Gregg, Phil 

Johnson, Claire Smith, Reece Smith 

Apologies: None 

Confirmation of previous minutes: Ratified online by AC 6th May 2020.  

Matters arising from previous minutes: 

• Follow up of refund from MCDTC – this has been actioned. 

• From December meeting – show sec still does not have access to the dog download 

data.  Reece to talk to Peter de Wit about this. 

 

NZDAC: With the cancellation of NZDAC, the Z2 organising committee have requested 

permission to retain that date and hold a benefit show over labour weekend, assuming 

shows will be up and running by then.  AC is happy for this to go ahead.   

 

Main purpose of this meeting was to establish guidelines around training and holding 

shows during Alert Level 2: 

Ultimately clubs need to decide what is right for them and what will work for them.  After 

reading and discussing the gatherings/events and physical distancing guidelines put out by 

Sports NZ, the AC feels that a good interpretation of what is meant by ‘players and officials’ 

is relating to a sports team that are playing on a field and distanced from spectators.  This 

would not be the case for agility.  The ‘players and officials’ are the Judge, the dog and 

handler combination in the competing at the time, the scribe, and possibly the ring 

manager.  All other people unless competing at that moment, are deemed spectators, 

therefore the limit of 100 people (not including players support staff and officials) 

mentioned by Sports NZ is not relevant to agility shows.    



 

The AC feels that before clubs rush back into putting on shows, their first focus should be to 

get club training and classes back up and running in a safe manner following the guidelines 

put out by the Ministry of Health, and also by the AC.   

As far as training goes, the AC are working on this as we go along just like everyone else is, 

and would be good to get feedback from clubs about what is and isn’t working in terms of 

training, and some of these things can be transferred over to the running of a show also.   

The biggest thing that clubs and competitors need be remember is to be prepared that 

training and shows will be different to what it used to be.  Come to training and to shows 

with an open mind because things will have changed, and everyone needs to work together 

on this. 

AC will put out guidelines around training first so that once we do move down to Alert Level 

2, clubs can start making arrangements to get back into training.  We will also be working on 

a guidelines document around what will be required (by the Ministry of Health) and what 

the AC suggests, when clubs are making arrangements for shows.   

 

Clubs rescheduling shows 

Due to wanting to have a gradual reintroduction of shows, the AC won’t be scheduling any 

NEW shows in July, but clubs can apply to move to a new date from August onwards. 

Existing shows that are scheduled for July can keep their date if they wish to.  Restrictions of 

clubs holding shows within 300km of another club on the same weekend, may also be given 

exemption for the remainder of the year to assist clubs in retaining shows. 

Clubs that have previously cancelled their show (in March, April, May or June) who wish to 

re-schedule will be able to apply to the AC.  Clubs that have not yet run a show this year, 

and the date of their cancelled show is the only show they run in a year, will be given 

priority for a new date.   

Any clubs that wish to cancel a show later in the year are to contact the AC as soon as 

possible so this date can be opened up for another club to use for this year.  

Clubs will need to be reminded that changes that are made this year, are for this year only 

to help clubs work the restrictions of holding shows due to COVID-19.   

Clubs to be emailed outlining the procedure for moving shows.   

 

 

Measuring Requirements due to lockdown and shows recommencing: AC to publish 

guidelines around getting measures done before shows recommence.   



 

 

Meeting closed at 1:15pm. 

 



 

 

 

Inward Correspondence 

 

 

Date Received From Regarding Notes Sent to Date Actioned Actioned By Outcome

17/03/2020 Wairarapa Cancellation of Show

18/03/2020 ACAC Cancellation of Show Filed

18/03/2020 Lynette Hughes Query regarding Dog World Article Claire 18/03/2020 Chris No resolution - article could not be unpublished

17/03/2020 Jo Klein Query requiring guidance around May show 18/03/2020 Chris Decision made to cancel show

18/03/2020 Napier DTC Cancellation of Show Filed

18/03/2020 SDTC Cancellation of Show Filed

19/03/2020 EBOP Cancellation of Show Still plan to hold November show Filed

19/03/2020 NWDTC Cancellation of Show Filed

20/03/2020 Mary-Anne Smith Request for AC to look at timeline for equipment changes Filed AC was already in discussions around this

21/03/2020 Aprille McGee Further follow up regarding refund request Phil 9/05/2020 Phil Confirmed that refund has been made

21/03/2020 Tairei Cancellation of Show Filed

28/03/2020 Sheryl Request for rewording of a regulation to avoid confusion 29/03/2020 Chris Replied that we will keep in mind for future changes but the current regs have already been approved by EC so wording cannot be altered now.

29/03/2020 Cynthia Muir Query as to whether ring sizes will increase with the minimum distance between obstacles increasing 29/03/2020 Chris Ring sizes will not be changing

29/03/2020 Jackie Olley Sent updated version of graduation booklet if we want to use it Reece Uploaded to replace the existing copy on the website - thank you Jackie

9/05/2020 Richard Scott Requesting further information as to why his request to compete at a different height was denied 2/04/2020 Chris Reply sent

2/04/2020 Heather Hood Clarification that promotional event was cancelled and grant no longer required Filed

8/04/2020 Graeme Jefferies Application for approved manufacture of wing jumps ESC

15/04/2020 Danielle Taylor Request for new manufacture to become approved supplier 15/04/2020 Chris Replied with relevant information

16/04/2020 Steve Chester Judges renewal Filed

28/04/2020 Karen de Wit Suggestion for wording change on standing orders intro Filed Current copy of this standing orders is approved - will look at additions once all standing orders are completed

29/04/2020 Wanganui DTC Confirmation that refund was paid to Natalia Beketova

20/03/2020 NSDTC Request to cancel June show Actioned

29/04/2020 Wanganui DTC Cancellation of Show Cancelled August show Actioned

4/05/2020 Karen and Wayne Grant Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

4/05/2020 Nicky Taylor Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

4/05/2020 Alice Cameron Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

4/05/2020 Cynthia Muir Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

4/05/2020 Donna Tofts Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

4/05/2020 Jan Evans-Freeman Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

4/05/2020 Karen Dunlea Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

4/05/2020 Liz Barlow Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

5/05/2020 Richard Scott Further request for his 300 dog to compete as a 500 Discussion Request denied by AC

5/05/2020 Jackie Olley Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

5/05/2020 Chris Moody Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

5/05/2020 Karen Grant Request to move July Z5 Games weekend to August Discussion Approved

6/05/2020 NSDTC Request for information regarding equipment changes 6/05/2020 Chris Replied

6/05/2020 Nikki Steyn Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

20/03/2020 Horowhenua DTC Request to change July ribbon trial to a champ show Filed Filed until there is some certainty around shows starting again

6/05/2020 Horowhenua DTC Requesting information about when shows will start again 6/05/2020 Chris To advise once AC has developed guidelines around this

7/05/2020 Vickie Wilson Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Carl Ranford Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Natasha Coulter Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Kim Nicol Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Katrina Jefferies Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Fiona Ferrar Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Lucinda Robertson Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Angela Denton Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Ali Barnett Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Jude Taylor Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

7/05/2020 Jane Gunn Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed

8/05/2020 Christine Cannell Query re standing orders Fiona

9/05/2020 Elaine Herve Feedback regarding DW/Spread proposal Filed



 

 

Online Decisions/Votes 

Date Subject Date Actioned Outcome Agree Disagree Abstained Non Voters

5/Apr/20 Approval of SOP 8 5/Apr/20 7 Sallie

12/Apr/20 Approval of SOP 10 12/Apr/20 7 Nick

12/Apr/20 Approval of SOP 12 12/Apr/20 8

12/Apr/20 Approval of Standing Orders Section 4 - Judges 12/Apr/20 8

5/May/20 Approval to deny Richard Scotts request to compete at higher height 8/05/2020 8

4/May/20 Approve and publish Final equipment reg changes 6/05/2020 8

5/May/20 Approve minutes from previous meeting and publish 6/05/2020 8

7/May/20 Approve post letting everyone know we will be discussing Level 2 at our zoom meeting 7/05/2020 7 Claire

2/May/20 Approve Staning Orders Section 7 7/05/2020 8

27/Apr/20 Approve Standing orders section 6 30/04/2020 8

29/Apr/20 Approve post to judges regarding clarity on start line 30/04/2020 7 1

14/Jul/20 Approve Graeme Jefferies as approved supplier of wing jumps 20/04/2020 8

13/Apr/20 Approve standing orders section 5 15/04/2020 8

8/Apr/20 Approve standing orders section 4 8/04/2020 8


